1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

At the end of 2019, COVID-19 infections were found, for the first time, in Wuhan (China). At the end of February 2020, the first infection case was reported in Northern Italy (Lombardy), opening an unexpected sanitary crisis in Europe.

During the continuous diffusion of the virus in Lombardy, the not complete knowledge of some aspects of infection spread (for example the virus transmission due to no-symptom patients), has alimented several debates and conflicting information about COVID-19 airborne diffusion ([@bib19]), making evident the need of more dialogue between different disciplines.

In particular, due to several episodes of air pollution observed in the past in China ([@bib18]) and in Northern Italy, especially in the Po valley ([@bib13]), a correlation between airborne particulate matter (PM) concentration and the reported infection cases was proposed by a position paper ([@bib14]). Based on this work, several newspapers and some research articles ([@bib5]), ([@bib17]) were published reporting the possibility that airborne PM acts as a carrier in COVID-19 diffusion (pollution-to-human transmission).

However, the potential influence of PM in virus diffusion was proposed as exploratory evidence of potential risks, but never demonstrated so far ([@bib16]). In particular, few knowledges are still available about interaction of virus and PM.

On the contrary, it is well documented that the exposure to high PM concentrations can produce cardiovascular diseases, pulmonary oxidative stress and inflammation ([@bib7]). This situation can aggravate the health conditions of the infected subjects, due to the pneumonia often associated with COVID-19.

Concerning COVID-19 diffusion in the air, some recent published papers support the idea that the airborne transmission is a mechanism of virus diffusion. Moreover, these works concern the small respiratory droplets with viral content, that are generated by infected people ([@bib10]), and that can be transported by air current (human-to-human transmission). Indeed, this eventuality primarily concerns indoor situations, then different boundary conditions in comparison to transport that may be realized by outdoor PM. The lack of a clear definition of the COVID-19 possibility to be transported by the air has alimented several discussions and different opinions, mainly depending on the experts' background.

The aim of this letter is to highlight some limitations due to the deficiency in interdisciplinary activities focalized to study COVID-19 diffusion. This work would demonstrate the need of more interdisciplinary collaborations in reporting and interpreting the available data, and the possibility that other parameters, different to those already proposed, should be considered.

The next paragraph is devoted to expanding and discussing the examples cited in the introduction. The third part of this communication aims to propose a different point of view, considering also economic/commercial factors and suggesting some actions addressed to promote more efficacy in collaborations.

2. Theoretical framework: some limitations of available studies may be due to the lack of suitable interdisciplinary research {#sec2}
=============================================================================================================================

The need to increase the collaboration concerning COVID-19 infection, between different interdisciplinary areas, can be highlighted by the lack of a suitable and shared terminology.

For example, the definition of airborne has a different meaning for medical and environmental scientists, with the consequence to make often confused the definition of airborne virus transmission. When public health officials discuss about airborne transmission, they specifically mean that virus is transported in aerosol respiratory droplets (generated indoor by infected people) smaller than 5 μm in diameter (<https://www.who.int/>). Compared to respiratory droplets of largest dimensions, bioaerosols are expected to be able to travel meters ([@bib10]). Then, this concerns possible infection mechanisms mainly occurring indoor (human-to-human transmission).

On the other side, airborne has a different definition for scientist working in other scientific areas, such as atmospheric topics. Indeed, in the air pollution studies, airborne generally refers to outdoor pollution, as for example, research concerning PM. In addition, bioaerosols consist of particles generated in biological processes, then they can consist of flowers, trees, carbohydrates, proteins, grass, lipids, DNA, RNA, fungi, bacteria, viruses, and so on ([@bib9]), that are only a limited part of PM, that usually contains large amount of inorganic components. The recent works suggesting virus diffusion in Northern Italy, concerning PM acting as a carrier, is an example of a possible mechanism concerning an outdoor virus diffusion possibility (pollution-to-human transmission), that need further investigations. The possibility that the virus can attach for example to PM, which may modify the aerodynamic characteristics of these particles ([@bib15]), and increase the virus dispersion should be copuled with studies investigating the COVID-19 infectivity, also depending on its dilution (the virus may be represent in insufficient amounts to produce infection) ([@bib11]).

This different meaning of airborne can lead to an incorrect understanding of the virologists assertions. For example, confusion arising from the perception that the virus airborne diffusion can be promoted by outdoor sources (as for example PM), may induce the populate to suppose that outdoor is a dangerous environment, with the possible contradictory consequence of a limitation of the indoor ventilation. However, indoor ventilation is strongly recommended by medical experts as an effective way to reduce indoor virus concentration.

Therefore, I think that the assertion that COVID-19 virus travels in the air must be better defined, investigated, clarified, and illustrated.

Another example that highlights the need of more interdisciplinary collaborations concerns the choice of the most suitable parameters for a comprehensive vision of the virus spread possibilities.

From the reported examples of virus diffusion mechanisms (human-to-human transmission and pollution-to-human transmission), it is evident that we have different variables that can contribute to virus diffusion, and that they are dependent on indoor and/or outdoor selected boundary conditions. The interpretation of simple correlations (for example between PM concentration and detected infections cases), that can be established between two time series (with a recognized variability also in the time of contagious diffusion, i.e. generally 7--14 days, that represents another variable), does not necessarily indicate a cause-effect relationship, due to the complexity of the system and the reduced variables number that are considered ([@bib4]). For example, despite several works justified in air pollution (due for example to PM~10~ concentration) the difference occurring in COVID-19 diffusion in Italy, a recent paper shows that the events of high PM concentrations in Northern Italy occurred in cities that had a limited number of infected people (such as Torino, Alessandria, and Asti) ([@bib1]). This example reveals that great attention must be also devoted, in comparing data and trends when a reference system (or a comparison with other situations, such as other geographical locations, situated in the proximity) is not available. Indeed, despite several correlations with air pollution and COVID-19 diffusion have been proposed, few papers have analyzed the situation in reference areas (located in proximity), where even if in conditions of high pollution, the virus spread resulted limited ([@bib20]) ([@bib1]).

Moreover, it is fundamental to remember that concerns must be devoted to air pollution for its recognized influence on respiratory problems that may exacerbate the COVID-19 symptoms ([@bib12]) ([@bib8]) ([@bib3]) ([@bib20]). As a result, it is possible that air pollution can play a significant role in factors determining the mortality of infected people. Then a correlation is expected between environmental factors and COVID-19 deaths, that will be verified in future, when more comprehensive data will be available (as for example solid statistics about virus real diffusion).

3. Method and sources of this work: new parameters should be considered in future studies related to COVID-19 {#sec3}
=============================================================================================================

Political authorities are looking, with the scientists support, to understand all the parameters that may be connected with virus diffusion and expansion not only to better manage the current sanitary crisis, but also to avoid possible similar critical situations in the next future. Several authors have already proposed some strategies to prevent future epidemic, connected for example with wildlife market and environmental pollution ([@bib4]), but probably the already available suggestions must be improved considering other indicators.

For this aim the basic of COVID-19 diffusion dynamics must be investigated with high attention. As already mentioned, in Italy, to justify the high incidence of infection cases detected in Lombardy the first days of March 2020, the most diffused theories concerned the environmental conditions in Northern Italy. In particular, among the different hypotheses, air pollution, coupled with the casualty, and the classical mechanisms of social interactions was generally supposed to be the first reason able to justify a contamination level that was not homogeneous in all the territory, then promoting difference in population susceptibility to COVID-19 ([@bib4]) ([@bib14]).

However, a more exhaustive and comprehensive approach to the problem can be achieved by considering other parameters, that may be not strictly related to sanitary implications (i.e. not strictly related to environmental pollution).

In my opinion, for example, it would be also interesting to investigate the financial relationships of different parts of Italy with China, that wasn\'t considered before in COVID-19 literature, dealing with the contagious origin. Northern Italy is the core of Italy economy with several international exchanges. In Brescia (Lombardy), for example, there are a lot of industries with associated partners located in China, and active workers transfer. Indeed, the hypothesis that the economical/commercial factor may be one of the origins of Italy different contagious map was supposed, but still not evaluated by reporting and analyzing suitable data. To quantify the interchange occurring between Italy and China, I have considered the trade data, available online by ISTAT (the Italian Institute of Statistic, <https://www.istat.it/en/>) between Italy reported aggregated areas and East Asia (that considers China, Mongolia, South Korea, North Korea, and Japan). ISTAT provide data that are aggregated considering different Italian Regions. Data are aggregated also for foreign commercial areas (then for China it is necessary to consider East Asia Countries). Anyway EUROSTAT (<https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/home?>) shows that among East Asia Countries, China contribution is about 75% for export and about 87% for import in Italy. Then, these data can be considered a quite good picture of economical relationships occurring between different Italian areas and China.

[Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} reports trade data provided by ISTAT, concerning import and export of Italian aggregated areas with East Asia in 2018 (data about 2019 are still not complete, but they confirm the reported trend). [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows data of detected infections case on March 10, 2020 (<http://www.protezionecivile.gov.it/>) in Italy (at the beginning of contagious reported diffusion), aggregated in the same way provided by ISTAT, to make possible the direct comparison with [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 1Trade import (a) and export (b) data provided by ISTAT, concerning Italian regions with East Asia in 2018. Geographical classification of Italy, provided by ISTAT is: (1) North-West, (2) North-East, (3) Centre, (4) South, (5) Islands.Fig. 1Fig. 2Global reported infection cases detected at the beginning of the sanitary crisis (March 10, 2020), in all the Italy, reported in accord with the geographical areas provided by ISTAT for trade data (see [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 2

[Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} (a, b) clearly shows the existence of strong commercial/economical relationships between China and Northern Italy.

It is very interesting to highlight that the image reported in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} is very similar to those shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, strongly suggesting a possible correlation. In particular, I quantified the correlation between the infection cases (shown in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and the trade import and export data (shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) using the Pearson Correlation Coefficient: it resulted 0.99 considering infection cases versus import data, and 0.97 considering infection cases versus export data. This coupled with the consideration that Lombardy is the most populated Italian region, strongly supports the idea that economic/commercial relationships may be considered the most probable factor contributing to the initial phase of diffusion of the infection in Northern Italy. Commercial relationships can be a useful parameter representing mobility patterns across the investigated areas. In particular, it is probable that a suitable measure of human-to-human initial virus diffusion mechanisms could be found in Italy-China trade (external mobility). Obviously other factors may contributed to affect the transmission dynamics and accelerate the COVID-19 spread (such as people internal mobility, environmental conditions ([@bib4]), the possibility of virus interaction with the environment ([@bib6]), and so on), but economical/commercial factor (human-to-human transmission) seems apparently to be the most plausible reason able to justify the initial phase of diffusion.

It is also important to highlight that, despite the first detected cases of COVID-19 infections were reported at the end of February 2020, researchers suggest the virus probably circulated in Italy at least one month before (probably in January 2020), promoting its undetected diffusion. This may justify the detection of virus infections in all the Italian regions at the beginning of the sanitary crisis, with a geographical diffusion similar to the China commercial trade map. Based on these preliminary results other works are in progress to investigate in detail the existence of these correlations at regional levels ([@bib2]).

In conclusion, it is important to highlight that a lesson derived from the different proposed mechanisms of virus diffusion concerns the need to promote interdisciplinary research activities, able to analyze the problem from different points of view. The research areas must include not only medical, epidemiologist, and environmental specialists, but also engineering, political, economic, social, and demographic sectors. Indeed, parameters that may be not evident to some experts can result clearer and more justified to researchers of other disciplines. Then, in my opinion, it is extremely important to begin a new methodological approach, that may start in clarifying the context and define a clear and recognized terminology specifically addressed to the COVID-19, select the fundamental parameters to investigate, and promote interdisciplinary international research activities. This goal can be obtained also with the support of political authorities, that often select their scientific committees specifically devoted to COVID-19, involving only medical and epidemiology specialists. This will allow not only to better address all the research efforts, but also to contribute to disseminate suitable messages and information to non-specialists, such as population and policymakers.
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